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ABSTRACT

Stellar evolution is studied through computational models of stars since any
perceived change in the stars can take thousands if not millions of years. One of the
physical quantities that defines the evolution of a star is known as the opacity. Opacity of
a material determines how much electromagnetic radiation passes through the material.
Scattering and absorption processes in the radiative region of the star determine the
opacity of that region and regulate radiative energy flow in the star. The mean opacity
which is averaged over all wavelengths depends on the temperature, density, and the
composition of the material in the star. Currently, tables of mean opacities are used in
stellar modeling. These opacities are given as functions of temperature and density and the
tables are made for several compositions which changes with evolution of the star. At low
temperatures, formation of molecules and dust grains can affect the mean opacity. In this
study, low-temperature opacity tables are made with opacity codes ATOP and PHOENIX
and stellar models produced with these opacity tables with the stellar evolution code MESA
are compared. In addition, the effect of initial elemental abundance sets and molecular
data sources on stellar evolution is studied. Finally, the impact of low-temperature
opacities on the pace of stellar evolution is analyzed with stellar isochrones. The results
show that there is negligible difference between stellar models produced with ATOP and
PHOENIX and with different molecular data sources. However, changing the initial
elemental abundance set generated significant changes in stellar evolution.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Stellar Evolution
Stars have fascinated mankind for millennia. We have tried to understand the

processes that take place inside a star for a long time. Our understanding of stars has
greatly improved in the last century or so. It was only in 1920 that Arthur Eddington came
forward with the idea stars produced energy through hydrogen fusion in the core. Since
any star can only have a limited amount of hydrogen to burn through, it means that the
star eventually exhausts all its hydrogen and thus evolves. Thus, a star has different stages
in its life. It is known that stars are formed by coalescing gas and dust in interstellar
clouds which tries to balance self-gravity, which wants to collapse it and gas pressure,
which wants to inflate it. Eventually, the gas and dust collapses into a protostar which at a
certain stage reaches sufficient pressure and temperature in the core for the onset of
hydrogen fusion and it moves onto the main sequence. The main sequence is the longest
phase of a star where hydrogen is fused in the core. The more massive the star is, the
quicker it fuses all the hydrogen present in the core. Stellar evolution largely depends on
the mass of the star. Stars will initial mass less than around 10 solar masses become red
giants which become planetary nebulae before ending up as white dwarfs. More massive
stars will develop into red supergiants which explode as type-II supernovae before
becoming neutron stars or black holes 1 . This study focuses on the smaller stars which go
through the red giant branch (RGB) and are radiative around the core.
1.2

Stellar Modeling
Today, we know the physical and nuclear processes that take place inside a star for

energy generation. In order to study the life of a star, the need to create computational
models arises as stars can live for billions of years with no perceived change for a large
1 Depends

on the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) limit.

1

amount of time. Over time, these models have become increasingly complex as we learn
more about stellar evolution. The models contain some basic equations of stellar structure
such as the equations of hydrostatic equilibrium and mass continuity. These equations
defines the internal working of the star and determine its evolution.
dT
κ(r)ρ(r)L(r)
=−
dr
64πr2 σSB T (r)3

[equation of radiative energy transport]

(1)

Equation 1 describes the radiation energy transport in a star which gives the
temperature gradient in the star in the absence of convection. A solar mass star is radiative
around the core and this equation becomes important for such stars. The quantity κ(r) is
known as the mean or frequency averaged opacity of the material. It determines how the
energy is transported through the star in the radiative region. Eqaution 1 depends on the
opacity, density, luminosity and the temperature of the material in that particular region.
1.3

Stellar Opacities
Stellar opacities determine the amount of radiation absorbed by material inside the

star which makes them crucial in determining the evolution of the star. A photon produced
in the core as a result of fusion will be scattered endlessly by the material inside the star
resulting in some amount of energy being lost or gained by the photon before it reaches the
surface.That amount is determined by the opacity of the material in the star. Stellar
opacities depend on the temperature, density and composition of the material as well as
the wavelength of light. The main sources of opacity are atomic transitions where a photon
is scattered or absorbed by atoms when it interacts with material in the star. At lower
temperatures where molecules are able to form, contribution of molecular transitions
become crucial to the mean opacity.
Currently, stellar opacities exist in tabulated form. Stellar models depend on these
mean opacity tables which are computed for a variety of species present in the system.
These tables are computed for different mass fractions of X (mass fraction of hydrogen)

2

and Z (mass fraction of metals)

2

because of the changing composition of the star. These

tables have stellar opacities as a function of temperature and density. The atomic sources
of opacity [1] have names based on the initial and final state of the electron after its
interaction with a photon and are discussed next along with molecular transitions.
1.3.1

Bound-Bound Transitions

A bound-bound transition occurs when an electron moves from one orbital to
another in an atom or ion due to absorption or emission of a photon. Since the energy
levels are discrete, these transitions correspond to distinct line opacities in stellar spectra.
These lines correspond to large changes in intensity over a narrow energy range.
Absorption of a photon leads to the electron moving to a higher energy orbital while
emission of a photon leads to the electron moving to a lower energy orbital. There is no
single equation that can describe all bound-bound transitions. One must make a list of all
species in the star and consider all the possible transitions for each species.
1.3.2

Bound-Free Transitions

Bound-free transitions occur when a photon with sufficient energy to ionize an atom
that is incident on it. If the photon has more than the required ionization energy, the
remaining energy is converted to kinetic energy of the unbound electron. This process is
also known as photoionization. The reverse process happens when an electron combines
with an ion emitting a photon in the process known as recombination. Since there is no
fixed kinetic energy of the free electron, these transitions contribute to the continuum
opacity. These transitions are termed as edges in the spectra since there is no absorption
below a particular energy level and then a sharp rise above that energy level.
1.3.3

Free-Free Transitions

When an electron is accelerated or decelerated in the vicinity of an ion, it
respectively absorbs or emits a photon. The photon can be of any wavelength, so free-free
2 Every

element other than hydrogen and helium is considered a metal in astrophysics.

3

transitions also contribute to continuum opacity like bound-free transitions. In the case of
emission, this process is known as bremsstrahlung which translates as “braking radiation”
from German.
1.3.4

Electron Scattering

Photons incident on free electrons inside the star are scattered through the process
known as Thomson scattering. The electric field of the incident photon accelerates the
electron, causing it to emit a photon of the same wavelength. Thus, it is an example of
elastic scattering. It is an important source of opacity at high temperatures. The
cross-section for this interaction is independent of the wavelength of the incident photon at
low energies and given by equation 2. It is solely dependent on the radius of the electron [1].
8π
σT =
3



e2
me c2

2

(2)

When the energy of the incident photon becomes comparable to the rest mass of the
electron, quantum mechanical and relativistic effects must be considered, called Compton
scattering. Thomson scattering is the low-energy limit of Compton scattering and they are
lumped in together as the change in wavelength of the scattered photon is not greatly
affected by Compton scattering.
Rayleigh scattering is the elastic scattering of light by particles much smaller than
the wavelength of the incident photon. It is negligible in most stellar atmospheres,
particularly in the types of stars that are being investigated in this thesis. It is inversely
proportional to the fourth power of the wavelength.
1.3.5

Molecular Transitions

Just as in atoms, electrons in molecules can be excited to higher energy states via
the absorption of a photon and vice-versa. Molecular spectra involve not only electronic
transitions in the molecule but vibrational and rotational transitions as well. There are
several vibrational levels for each electronic state and several rotational levels for each

4

vibration state [2]. So, there are generally more molecular transitions than atomic
transitions. These take place mostly in cooler stars or in the outer atmospheres of giant
stars where the formation of molecules is possible.
1.4

Mean Opacity
All the aforementioned sources contribute to the total monochromatic opacity in the

star. At a given frequency of light,

κtot (ν) = κes + κf f (ν) + κbf (ν) + κbb (ν) + κmol (ν)

(3)

The bound-bound opacity, as mentioned before, cannot be described by a single
equation. It is also evident that all the sources depend on the wavelength or frequency of
light. Since opacity is a function of density, temperature, composition and wavelength of
light, removing the dependence on the wavelength of light makes the calculation faster.
This is achieved by using a mean opacity that has been averaged over all wavelengths or
frequencies. There are two main ways to do this – Planck and Rosseland mean opacities.
1.4.1

Planck Mean Opacity

The Planck mean opacity is an arithmetic mean calculated using the normalized
Planck black-body radiation energy density distribution as a weighting function,
R∞
κ(ν)Bν (T )dν
κP (ρ, T ) = 0 R ∞
Bν (T )dν
0

(4)

It favors more heavily in the regions of high absorption. It is valid in outer regions
of star where the mean free path of the photon is large.

5

1.4.2

Rosseland Mean Opacity

The Rosseland mean opacity is a harmonic mean taken using a temperature
derivative of the Planck distribution as the weighting function,
1
=
κR (ρ, T )

R∞

1 ∂Bν
dν
κ(ν) ∂T
R ∞ ∂Bν
dν
∂T
0

0

(5)

It differs from Planck mean opacity as it favors regions of low absorption. It is valid
in the stellar interior where the gas is in local thermodynamic equilibrium and the mean
free path of the photon is much shorter than the temperature gradient. All mean opacities
discussed in this study are Rosseland mean opacities.
1.5

Low-temperature Opacities
The Opacity Project (OP) [3] and the Opacity Project at Livermore (OPAL) [4]

have been providing Rosseland mean opacity tables for stellar modeling in the
high-temperature regime (104 K ≤ T ≤ 109 K) since the early 1990s. However, these groups
did not consider conditions in the low-temperature regime (500K ≤ T ≤ 104 K). So, these
opacities are not necessarily valid at low temperatures due to the formation of molecules
and the large number of molecular transitions contributing to the total opacity. At lower
temperatures, opacity due to dust grains also must be considered. This is especially true
for giant stars which have cooler outer layers. Thus, it becomes important to see the effects
of low-temperature opacities on stellar evolution. The Wichita State University group has
been a source of low-temperature opacity tables since the 1970s [5, 6, 7].
As mentioned above, several groups provide mean opacity tables. It becomes
necessary to know how crucial the differences in approach to opacity computation are to
the final output which is stellar evolution. Opacity tables computed with different opacity
codes or different base abundance sets are slightly different to one another for the same
composition. This study analyzes how that translates to stellar evolution.
In this study, stellar models produced with low-temperature opacity tables

6

computed differently have been compared. Chapter II looks at the impact of various
elemental abundance sets and the stellar opacity codes ATOP and PHOENIX on stellar
evolution. The chapter also looks at how changing molecular data intrinsically in the stellar
opacity code affects the evolution of the star. Chapter III looks at how the pace of stellar
evolution is affected by using different low-temperature opacity tables via stellar isochrones.
Finally, Chapter IV discusses all the results from the study and makes conclusions.

7

CHAPTER II

COMPARISON BETWEEN ABUNDANCE SETS,
MOLECULAR DATA SOURCES AND OPACITY CODES
2.1

Stellar Opacity Codes
A stellar opacity code produces tables of mean opacities as functions of temperature

and density computed using solar abundance sets. Multiple tables are produced for
different abundances of hydrogen (X) and metals (Z) as the abundances keep changing
throughout the evolution of the star. Each table consists of mean opacities at different
log T [K] and log R. R is a parameter used instead of density ρ and can be defined as
following,

R=
In equation 6, ρ is the density in

g
cm3

ρ
T63

(6)

and T6 is the temperature in millions of

Kelvin. The two stellar opacity codes used in this study are ATOP and PHOENIX. Stellar
modelling requires tables of mean opacities to produce accurate models. Thus, it becomes
important to study how opacity codes affect stellar evolution.
2.1.1

ATOP

The Atlas Opacity Program (ATOP) is a stellar opacity code taken from a stellar
atmosphere code originally written by Robert L. Kurucz around 1970 [8]. ATOP is
thoroughly discussed in [6] and details about the EOS and the computation can be found
there. It has had significant improvements over the years including updated molecular
transition line data as mentioned in [9]. The ATOP code uses 6 dust grain species and
about 30 million molecular opacity lines into account. It uses decoupled EOSs for gas
species and dust grain species which means the two sets of species are computed
8

independently of each other.
2.1.2

PHOENIX

PHOENIX is a comparatively recent opacity code which was written in the
mid-1990s by Peter H. Hauschildt [10]. Compared to ATOP, PHOENIX has more
molecular opacity line data at almost 800 milion lines, more dust grain species at 31 and
takes more number of wavelengths into account. Also, gas and dust grain species are
present in chemical equilibrium. This makes PHOENIX better at low-temperature opacity
computations even for non-solar compositions. The PHOENIX code is described in detail
and compared to ATOP in [7].
ATOP and PHOENIX codes are used to compute low-temperature opacity tables in
this study. Rosseland mean opacities were computed from log R = -7.00 to log R = 1.00 at
increments of 0.50. The range for log T [K] was from 2.800 to 4.100 with increments of
0.025. There are marked differences between opacities for the two codes at lower
temperatures of log T [K] < 3.6. This study looks at the impact of these differences in
terms of stellar evolution.
2.2

Elemental Abundances
In order to produce opacity tables, elemental abundances of the environment are

required. This elemental abundance data is collected through spectroscopic observations of
the Sun. Several revisions and updates of the abundance of each element in the Sun have
been made since the Anders and Grevesse (1989) [11] solar abundances were published. In
this study, solar abundance data from Grevesse and Noels (1993) [12] or GN93 , Grevesse
and Sauval (1998) [13] or GS98 and Asplund et al. (2009) [14] or A09 are used. The
contribution of these different abundance sets towards stellar evolution is another focus of
this study.

9

2.3

Stellar Modeling in MESA
Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA) is an open-source

one-dimensional stellar evolution code with a very wide range of capabilities. Those
capabilities are exhaustively documented in the MESA instrument papers
[15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. It can simulate low-mass stars to very massive stars, including
advanced evolutionary stages. MESA uses different opacity tables for high-temperature
and low-temperature regimes. There are regions between the two regimes where the two
different sources have to be blended. The details for this interpolation is given in [15] and
in the source code. MESA uses both Type 1 and Type 2 opacity tables. Type 1 tables have
a wider range of X and more number of Z values for every X. In total, there are 130
combinations for Type 1 opacity tables. In comparison, Type 2 opacity tables only have 40
combinations. Type 2 opacities are used when there is a change in carbon and oxygen
abundances. This happens after helium burning is initiated in the star. This is well
discussed in the MESA documentation.
In this study, stellar models are produced using MESA inputting different
low-temperature ATOP and PHOENIX opacity tables. Also, stellar models are compared
using low-temperature opacity tables created using different base abundance sets.
2.4

HR Diagrams
Hertzsprung-Russell diagrams are scatter plots of stellar luminosity vs effective

temperature for stars. Usually, the luminosity or the absolute magnitude of the star is on
the vertical axis and the effective temperature, color index, or stellar classification is on the
inverted horizontal axis. They have been used in astronomy since the early 1910s [20]. HR
diagrams are popular because it is easy to identify the current stage of stellar evolution of
the star just from the position of the star in the HR diagram. All stars create a path on
the HR as they evolve since the effective temperature and luminosity of the star varies in
each stage. The different stages such as main sequence, red giant branch, horizontal branch

10

or blue loop3 and asymptotic giant branch are instantly recognizable.
For a 1 solar mass star (the red track) like the Sun in figure 1, the main sequence
begins when the track starts turning up at around log T [K] = 3.75. During the main
sequence, the star fuses hydrogen to helium in the core. The star moves to the subgiant
branch when it turns right which is a transition to the red giant branch (RGB). The RGB
begins when the track starts moving up again at around log T [K] = 3.7. Here, the star
burns hydrogen in a shell around an inert helium core. The luminosity increases while the
inert core contracts. The star reaches the tip of the RGB and then moves downwards to
the horizontal branch when sufficient temperature is reached in the core to fuse helium to
carbon through the triple-alpha process. Afterwards, it again moves upwards to the
asymptotic giant branch (AGB) where an inner helium shell and an outer hydrogen shell
exist outside the carbon-oxygen core. Energy is mainly generated through fusion in the
hydrogen shell with "helium flashes". These flashes are more prominent in more massive
stars. This behavior is discussed in detail in the next section. The star sheds mass
throughout the AGB phase with every helium flash and eventually becomes a planetary
nebula where the dense carbon-oxygen core is surrounded by expanding layers of ionized
gas. The remnant core contracts until the collapse is stopped by the electron degeneracy
pressure and the star becomes a white dwarf.
The HR diagram is a bit different for a 5 solar mass star (the blue track) in figure 1.
The main sequence turn is noticeable but the RGB is smaller. The star does a blue loop
instead of moving to the horizontal branch and then goes to AGB where it eventually
pulsates. The rest of the stages are similar to a 1 solar mass star. HR diagrams for stars
for 1-5 solar masses are shown in figure 2. The rise in luminosity and temperature with
respect to mass is evident.
3 Low-mass

stars such as the Sun move to the horizontal branch after the red giant branch. Stars more massive than around
2.5 solar masses make a blue loop instead.
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Figure 1: HR Diagram for 1 and 5 solar mass stars with PHOENIX opacity tables.

Figure 2: HR Diagram for stars of different masses with PHOENIX opacity tables.

HR diagrams have been used to analyze and compare stellar evolution models in
this study. The plots were produced using Interactive Data Language (IDL). The scripts
for reading MESA history and profile data files were provided by the MESA team. The
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scripts for producing HR diagrams were written by Lynn Buchele [21].
In the following sections, stellar models with different low-temperature opacity
tables have been produced and compared to each other. First, the impact of elemental
abundance sets has been looked at. Next, ATOP and PHOENIX have been compared to
each other. And finally, the influence of low-temperature opacities on stellar pulses is
analyzed.
2.5

Stellar Pulses in the Asymptotic Giant Branch
When a star exhausts the hydrogen in its core, it moves from the main sequence to

the subgiant branch and then the red giant branch. In this phase, a hydrogen shell around
the helium core is the main source of fusion. In stars more massive than around 2.5 solar
masses, stars moving to the AGB phase burn helium in an inner shell around a mostly
carbon and oxygen core. After that, most energy is produced due to hydrogen burning in
the outer shell. Over periods of thousands of years, the dormant helium shell ignites due to
buildup of helium. This is known as a helium flash. The star grows noticeably brighter
during this phenomenon. The star also loses a significant amount of mass with every flash.
These distinct changes in luminosity in the AGB phase are known as stellar pulses. The
star goes back to fusing hydrogen in the outer shell before another helium flash occurs.
These pulses can happen every few to several thousand years. With every pulse, heavier
elements such as carbon are brought outwards from the core and mixed with the outer
layers, changing the surface composition significantly. Stellar pulses have been compared in
each case in this study.
2.6

Comparison between Elemental Abundance Sets
Abundance sets are regularly updated, so it becomes important to see how they

impact stellar evolution. For this purpose, three different low-temperature opacity tables
were produced with the ATOP opacity code with the GS98, GN93 and A09 abundance
sets. MESA already has the low-temperature PHOENIX opacity tables by default. Models
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for 1 and 5 solar mass stars were produced for comparison. The initial metallicity Zinit was
set to 0.02. The metallicity of the base abundance set Zbase was set to 0.02. Zbase is a base
metallicity generally used for Type 2 opacities before any CO enhancement. The MESA
documentation can be referred to for more details.
To compare stellar pulses, different MESA inputs have been used. Mass loss is a
critical part of the AGB phase where the star mass is depleted with every stellar pulse. In
MESA, the mass loss parameters are different for the RGB phase and the AGB phase. For
the RGB, the Reimers scheme was used with a scaling factor of 1. For the AGB, the
Blöckers scheme was used, and the scaling factor was set to 0.07. Both these schemes are
present in the MESA Test Suite inlists for AGB stars by default. These particular scaling
factors have been discussed in [21, 22, 23].

Figure 3: 1M HR Diagram - Comparison between elemental abundance sets with PHOENIX opacity tables.
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Figure 4: 1M

HR Diagram - Comparison between elemental abundance sets with ATOP opacity tables.

In figure 3, the three abundance sets are compared using PHOENIX opacity tables.
The overall shape of the diagram remains the same. The GS98 and GN93 runs are quite
close to each other but the A09 run is cooler in most stages including the main sequence
and the red giant branch. The same trend is seen when the abundance sets are compared
with ATOP opacity tables in figure 4. A09 is distinctly cooler while the other two are close
to each other yet again.

15

Figure 5: 5M HR Diagram - Comparison between elemental abundance sets with PHOENIX opacity tables.

Figure 6: 5M

HR Diagram - Comparison between elemental abundance sets with ATOP opacity tables.

For the 5 solar mass runs in figures 5 and 6, the GS98 and GN93 runs are again
close to one another. The A09 run does not show as much difference as in the 1 solar mass
runs for both ATOP and PHOENIX although it is still slightly cooler. There are some
16

visible differences in the blue loop between the three abundance sets. A blue loop is a
phase in the life of stars more massive than around 2.5 solar masses when they become
hotter after the RGB as they do not have an inert core. Therefore, they burn helium in the
core, becoming hotter, before cooling down and moving to the AGB. This kind of behavior
only happens once in the life of such stars. In this case, the differences in the blue loops are
small and seem to be computational rather than indicative of anything peculiar physically.

Figure 7: 5M HR Diagram - Comparison of Stellar Pulses between GS98 and A09 abundance sets with
PHOENIX opacity tables.
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Figure 8: 5M HR Diagram - Comparison of Stellar Pulses between GS98 and A09 abundance sets with
ATOP opacity tables.

Figure 9: 5M HR Diagram - Comparison of Stellar Pulses between GS98-PHOENIX, GS98-ATOP and
A09-PHOENIX runs.

When the GS98 and A09 abundance sets are compared to each other, the A09 runs
are clearly cooler which was noted in the previous section. The stellar pulses, however,
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with both PHOENIX in figure 7 and ATOP in figure 8 opacity tables are extremely similar
in luminosity to each other with negligible difference. Figure 9 showcases the difference in
stellar pulses between opacity codes and abundance sets. As is obvious, the magnitude of
the pulses stays mostly the same in all cases.
2.7

Comparison between Molecular Data Sources
Stellar opacity codes such as ATOP and PHOENIX require molecular line list data

for all molecular species to produce mean opacity tables. Each species requires individual
data from a source which is then introduced in the opacity code. The impact of using
different sources for molecular data on Rosseland opacity is discussed in [9] as molecular
data sources ATOP were updated. Although several molecular species have been discussed
in [9], not all of them seem to have a major impact on the low-temperature opacity. The
two species that influence the low-temperature opacity the most are T iO and H2 O. In the
case of H2 O, the difference in low-temperature opacity between the various sources spans
almost three orders of magnitudes for oxygen-rich environments. Since the different data
sources for these molecules are affecting the low-temperature opacity, it would be prudent
to see how they impact stellar evolution. This section builds on [9] and looks at stellar
models produced using different molecular data sources.
The ATOP code was used to create low-temperature opacity tables with different
molecular data sources for T iO and H2 O. Stellar models were produced with MESA for
each of these opacity tables and stellar evolution was compared through HR diagrams for 1
and 5 solar mass stars. Also, the impact of the different sources on stellar pulses in the
AGB phase has been discussed.
The MESA inputs for the models are the same as the previous section. The Zinit
and Zbase are set to 0.02. Reimers and Blöckers schemes are used for mass loss during the
RGB and the AGB phase respectively. The scaling factor for the Reimers scheme is 1 and
the scaling factor for Blöckers scheme is 0.07.
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2.7.1

T iO

Titanium Oxide is formed in red giant stellar atmospheres below 4000 K. The T iO
molecule has strong absorption in the near-infrared region. In [9], slight differences in the
mean opacity below log T = 3.4 were seen. For T iO, two different data sources for
molecular transitions were included into the ATOP code for this study. The first source
comes from Jørgensen et al. 1995 [24] which is default for the ATOP code. The second
source is from the AMES group, Allard et al. 2000 [25].

Figure 10: 1M

HR Diagram - Comparison between TiO molecular data sources.
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Figure 11: 5M

Figure 12: 5M

HR Diagram - Comparison between T iO molecular data sources.

HR Diagram - Comparison of Stellar Pulses between T iO molecular data sources.

For the 1 solar mass star in figure 10, the results show little differences between the
two sources. The stellar evolution tracks are almost completely over each other with no
real distinction. The results are similar for the 5 solar mass star in figure 11 as well. The
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two runs are nearly identical all the way to the stellar pulses. Looking closely at the stellar
pulses in figure 12, the pulses also seem to align with each other. The pulses are a little
brighter for Jørgensen, but the differences are negligible and much smaller than other
physical effects such as wind parameter, etc. Overall, different sources for T iO do not
cause large changes in stellar evolution for low-mass and intermediate-mass stars.
2.7.2

H2 O

In [9], water vapor makes a large difference to the mean opacity. Each source for
H2 O contributes to the mean opacity in some way, especially below log T = 3.4. The
default source for H2 O molecular line data in ATOP comes from Barber et al. 2006 (BT2)
[26]. The other sources used in this study were from Miller et al. 1994 (MT) [27], Partridge
and Schwenke 1997 (AMES) [28] and Jørgensen et al. 2001 (SCAN) [29]. The same data
sources were present in [9].

Figure 13: 1M

HR Diagram - Comparison between H2 O molecular data sources.
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Figure 14: 5M

HR Diagram - Comparison between H2 O molecular data sources.

Figure 15: 5M HR Diagram - Comparison of Stellar Pulses between H2 O molecular data sources BT 2 and
AM ES.
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Figure 16: 5M HR Diagram - Comparison of Stellar Pulses between H2 O molecular data sources BT 2 and
MT.

Figure 17: 5M HR Diagram - Comparison of Stellar Pulses between H2 O molecular data sources BT 2 and
SCAN .

For the 1 solar mass star in figure 13, there is negligible difference between the four
sources. There is some variation in the horizontal branch, but the differences are
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computational rather than physical. In figure 14, the runs are nearly identical until the
stellar pulses for the 5 solar mass runs. The only distinction is in the stellar pulses between
the default H2 O data source BT2 and the other three sources in figures 15, 16 and 17.
There are minor differences in the stellar pulses, but they still align with one another and
the differences in magnitude of luminosity are minimal.
2.8

Comparison between ATOP and PHOENIX
The ATOP and PHOENIX runs are compared here using the elemental abundance

sets GS98 and A09. Again, the initial metallicity Zinit and the base metallicity Zbase are
both set to 0.02. The same mass loss parameters as previous sections have been used to
compare stellar pulses.

Figure 18: 1M

HR Diagram - Comparison between PHOENIX and ATOP with GS98 abundance set.
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Figure 19: 1M

HR Diagram - Comparison between PHOENIX and ATOP with A09 abundance set.

From figure 18, it is evident that the PHOENIX run is cooler than the ATOP run
when the opacity tables are produced with the GS98 abundance set. The same trend is
observed in figure 19 for the A09 abundance set although there is more contrast in the
main sequence in this case. Also, in each case, the PHOENIX runs clearly go a further
downwards in the plot than the ATOP runs before moving to the horizontal branch. This
is possibly a computational difference.
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Figure 20: 5M

HR Diagram - Comparison between PHOENIX and ATOP with GS98 abundance set.

Figure 21: 5M

HR Diagram - Comparison between PHOENIX and ATOP with A09 abundance set.

Figures 20 and 21 compare ATOP and PHOENIX for a 5 solar mass star with GS98
and A09 abundance sets respectively. PHOENIX runs are again cooler here but that
difference is only noticeable once the star moves to the RGB. Also, the blue loop in figure
27

20 is much bigger for the ATOP run with GS98 abundance set.

Figure 22: 5M
abundance set.

HR Diagram - Comparison of Stellar Pulses between ATOP and PHOENIX with GS98

Figure 23: 5M
abundance set.

HR Diagram - Comparison of stellar pulses between ATOP and PHOENIX with A09

In figures 22 and 23, it can be seen that the PHOENIX runs are cooler than ATOP
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for both abundance sets as was previously noted. In figure 22 with the GS98 abundance
set, the stellar pulses for ATOP are a little bit brighter but the difference is minimal. The
trend repeats itself for the A09 abundance set in figure 23.
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CHAPTER III

STELLAR ISOCHRONES
Finding the age of a star is crucial as it tells us the stage of evolution it is currently
undergoing. The internal processes such as chemical reactions and scattering inside a star
can be understood better if the stage the star is currently in is known. The lifetime of a
star depends on its initial mass. There is no direct way of knowing the age of a particular
star. Instead, astrophysicists rely on finding the age of entire star clusters. Star clusters are
large groups of stars found in galaxies stretching several light years across ranging from a
few hundred to several million stars. All the stars in a particular cluster are formed around
the same time from the same clump of interstellar gas and dust. If several stars from a
cluster are plotted on an HR diagram, a stellar isochrone is produced. A stellar isochrone
contains stars of varying masses but at the same age on a luminosity vs temperature plot.
The age of the cluster can be determined from the isochrone curve. Since stellar evolution
is affected by low-temperature opacities as shown in Chapter II, it would be worth knowing
if the pace of stellar evolution is also affected.
3.1

Linear Interpolation of Data
MESA produces models at different points in the star’s life when it is evolving

depending on the changes that happen inside the star. For example, while the main
sequence stage is by far the longest stage in a star’s lifetime, it is also the most stable
stage. The star consistently burns hydrogen in the core before moving to the subgiant
branch on the HR diagram. That means that there are very few large changes happening
inside the star while on the main sequence. Thus, MESA produces less models during the
main sequence compared to other dynamic and shorter stages such as the red giant branch
(RGB) and asymptotic giant branch (AGB) meaning that model number is not a function
of time. Also, MESA will produce models at different ages when we change the
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low-temperature opacity tables. Thus, the need for interpolation arises when we compare
data at a particular age between different runs.
The INTERPOL function was used in IDL to interpolate values in the series of
history files. It linearly interpolates data between printed models in the history files for
different masses. This gives an estimation of the data at any chosen age. One issue that we
get with this function is that it also extrapolates data which could be problematic when
plotting in certain conditions. For example, if we are looking at a stellar isochrone curve at
100 million years, we do not want data from stars that do not reach that age. An 8 solar
mass star will become a white dwarf at around 35-40 million years which means any data
from that star extrapolated to 100 million years is redundant. So, excluding the
unnecessary extrapolation is important. The IDL script ignores these extrapolations by
checking the final age of the star in the history file and excluding the star from the plots
automatically if it is below the chosen age.
3.2

Comparison between Elemental Abundance Sets
Before we compare the stellar isochrones for different abundance sets and opacity

codes, it would be interesting to look at the HR diagrams again at a particular age for the
aforementioned runs.
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Figure 24: 1M HR Diagram - Comparison between elemental abundance sets at 12.1 billion years with
PHOENIX opacity tables.

Figure 25: 5M HR Diagram - Comparison between elemental abundance sets at 85 million years with
PHOENIX opacity tables.

Figure 24 shows the evolution of a 1 solar mass star. This is a star similar of the
Sun for which the main sequence lasts about 10 billion years. So, at the chosen age of 12.1
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billion years, the star is past the main sequence. As we can clearly see for the three
different abundance sets with Phoenix opacity tables, all of them are at different stages at
the chosen star age of 12.1 billion years. The A09 run in figure 24 has just left the main
sequence and entered the subgiant branch while the GS98 run has reached the red giant
phase. The GN93 run is the fastest and the star has passed the horizontal branch and is
into the AGB phase.
For the 5 solar mass star in figure 25, we get something similar at the chosen age of
85 million years. At this age, the 5 solar mass star is also expected to be past the main
sequence. The A09 run is the slowest and still in the main sequence and the GS98 run is
faster and is in the subgiant branch. The GN93 is again the fastest and is past the blue
loop stage into the AGB.
3.3

Comparison between ATOP and PHOENIX
Now, the ATOP and Phoenix runs are compared for the 1 and 5 solar mass stars.

The same ages as the previous section as chosen here as well.

Figure 26: 1M HR Diagram - Comparison between ATOP and PHOENIX at 12.1 billion years with GS98
abundance set.
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Figure 27: 5M HR Diagram - Comparison between ATOP and PHOENIX at 85 million years with GS98
abundance set.

In figure 26, it can be seen that the two runs are very close to each other for the 1
solar mass star. They are both on the red giant branch. For a 5 solar mass star in figure
27, the runs are again close together. Compared to the previous section where elemental
abundance sets were compared, not much difference is seen here.
3.4

Stellar Isochrones for different Abundance Sets
To plot the stellar isochrones curves, a large amount of data is needed. Starting

from 1 solar mass, models were produced for stars with increments of 0.1 solar mass. A
total of almost 35 models were produced for each case to create the isochrones. This is
done to achieve smoother curves. Here, the GS98 and A09 abundance sets have been
compared owing to the difference that was seen in the HR diagrams between stars
modelled with opacity tables created with the two sets. Phoenix opacity tables have been
used here to compare the two abundance sets. The IDL script here also linearly
interpolates the data for a chosen age and excludes any unnecessary extrapolation.
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Figure 28: Stellar Isochrone Plot at 1.9 billion years with PHOENIX opacity tables.

Figure 29: Stellar Isochrone Plot at 558 million years with PHOENIX opacity tables.

The two ages that the isochrones were compared were 1.9 billion years and 558
million years. These ages are chosen as certain stars on the isochrone curve are evolving to
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a different stage around these ages. At 1.9 billion years in figure 28, the isochrones start
diverging post-main sequence and there is clear distinction between the two curves. At 558
million years in figure 29, the same trend can be seen. The curves diverge after the main
sequence here as well. Another trend that can be noticed is that the A09 stars are always
lagging the GS98 stars. A09 clearly is slower in pace compared to GS98. Even at the end
in figure [], the GS98 curve is much further along the red giant branch than the A09 curve.
This confirms what was earlier seen in the HR diagrams that the pace of evolution is
clearly affected by which elemental abundance set is used to create the opacity tables.
3.5

Stellar Isochrones for different Opacity Codes
Here, stellar models produced with ATOP and Phoenix opacity tables have been

compared. Both sets of opacity tables were created using the same elemental abundance
set GS98. Models have been produced for stars at increments of 0.1 solar mass again.
Again. around 35 models were produced for each case to create the isochrones. The same
ages as the previous section have been chosen for analysis as it would give a clear idea of
how impactful these differences are.
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Figure 30: Stellar Isochrone Plot at 1.9 billion years with GS98 abundance set.

Figure 31: Stellar Isochrone Plot at 558 million years with GS98 abundance set.

One clear difference here is that the stars for both isochrone curves are aligning with
each other very well. For the 1.9 billion years isochrone plot in figure 30, the stars are
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much closer to each other except at one point near the main sequence turnoff which is
possibly a numerical issue. A similar trend is seen in the 558 million years isochrone plot in
figure 31 where the stars are aligning perfectly with each other all the way up to the RGB
phase. There is a difference at the end but since the evolution is much quicker at that stage
than the previous stages, these differences are to be expected. This also confirms the data
from the HR diagrams which showed minimal difference between the ATOP and Phoenix
runs when the pace of stellar evolution is considered.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION
This purpose of this study was to understand how low-temperature opacities affect
stellar evolution. This was achieved by using low-temperature opacity tables computed
through different means and then comparing stellar models made with those opacity tables.
The aim of stellar modeling is to produce accurate descriptions of the processes that take
place inside a star. Opacity codes produce slightly different opacity tables compared to
each other but a large difference in stellar models created with those opacity tables is not
desired. If two completely different results are achieved for a stellar model with the same
input physics run with two different opacity codes, it would be problematic. This is also
true for the elemental abundance sets and molecular data sources. Thus, less deviation in
these runs means that consistent results can be achieved when making these changes.
4.1

ATOP and PHOENIX
Models produced with ATOP and PHOENIX opacity tables showed some

interesting trends. The PHOENIX and ATOP runs were found to be very similar.
PHOENIX is slightly cooler post main sequence but the difference is extremely small for
both 1 and 5 solar mass runs. Also, the two runs were found to be close together in terms
of the pacing if the evolution. PHOENIX runs were slightly lagging on the isochrone plots
but yet again, the difference is minimal. The stellar pulses were slightly more luminous for
the ATOP runs but the difference was too small. Overall, the two opacity codes were found
to be very consistent with each other.
4.2

Molecular Data Sources
From the results in [9], it was shown how low-temperature opacity can be affected

by the different molecular data sources. T iO and H2 O molecular data were found to be
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most impactful in [9]. Stellar models created with the ATOP code using different sources
were compared. The results showed that although these sources affect the low-temperature
opacity, stellar evolution is almost identical in each case. The stellar evolution tracks were
found to be exactly the same until the stellar pulses in the AGB phase. The stellar pulses
also aligned with each other and there was negligible difference in magnitude.
4.3

Elemental Abundance Sets
The abundance sets had the most variation of all cases. The A09 abundance set was

significantly cooler than the GS98 and GN93 sets for both 1 solar mass and 5 solar mass
stars while the latter two were close to each other. This was particularly true in the RGB
and AGB phases. The stellar pulses for all three abundance sets were the same magnitude
with minimal differences. Also, the three runs for both solar masses were found to be
pacing very differently post-main sequence. All three runs were in different stages of
evolution. This is to be expected as the the abundance sets determine the initial chemical
composition of the star. The A09 runs were considerably cooler and slower than the other
two abundance sets and this can be attributed to he lower abundances of carbon, nitrogen,
oxygen and neon compared to GN93 and GS98 abundance sets as discussed in [14].
4.4

Future Work
This study compares stellar models created with different low-temperature opacity

tables and analyzes the consistency of stellar opacity codes, abundance sets and molecular
data sources. Elemental abundance sets were found to have the largest impact on stellar
evolution. This is vital for population studies of stars. Observational data could be
compared to these theoretical models including stellar isochrones in the future.
This study can be considered as part of a bigger project along with theses from
physics graduate students Kari Ehrmann [9] in 2018 and Lynn Buchele [21] in 2021. The
impact of molecular data on the mean opacity was studied in [9] and the molecular data for
ATOP was updated. In [21], ATOP was adapted to compute opacities on-the-fly to
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account for changing C/O ratios in the outer layers of AGB stars. The WSU Astrophysics
group has produced low-temperature opacity tables for decades [6, 7]. Regular updates to
the opacity tables are needed such as adding more species to the equation of state. The
aforementioned theses could lead to an improvement in future low-temperature opacity
tables which will help in more accurate stellar modeling.
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APPENDIX A
MESA INLIST FOR 1M STAR
&star_job

show_log_description_at_start = .false.
load_saved_model = .true.
saved_model_name = 'start.mod'
save_model_when_terminate = .true.
save_model_filename = 'end_agb.mod'
required_termination_code_string = 'envelope_mass_limit'

kappa_file_prefix = 'gs98'
kappa_lowT_prefix = 'lowT_fa05_gs98_atop'

show_kap_info = .true.
change_initial_net = .true.
new_net_name = 'o18_and_ne22.net'

new_surface_rotation_v = 2 ! solar (km sec^1)
set_near_zams_surface_rotation_v_steps = 10 ! to turn on
rotation when near zams
! if rotation_flag is false and L_nuc_burn_total >= L_phot
and this control > 0
! then turn on rotation and set set_surf_rotation_v_step_limit to
! the current model_number plus this control
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change_D_omega_flag = .true.
new_D_omega_flag = .true.

set_initial_cumulative_energy_error = .true.
new_cumulative_energy_error = 0d0

set_initial_age = .true.
initial_age = 0

set_initial_model_number = .true.
initial_model_number = 0

pgstar_flag = .false.

/ ! end of star_job namelist

&controls

use_gold_tolerances = .true.
use_eps_mdot = .true.

convergence_ignore_equL_residuals = .true. ! needed during flash
! note: can get rid of this if turn on conv_vel's.
just takes more steps.

use_dedt_form_of_energy_eqn = .true.
min_cell_energy_fraction_for_dedt_form = 0
use_correction_for_KE_plus_PE_with_eps_grav_in_energy_eqn = .true.
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num_trace_history_values = 2
trace_history_value_name(1) = 'rel_E_err'
trace_history_value_name(2) = 'log_rel_run_E_err'

! check for retries and backups as part of test_suite
max_number_backups = 0
max_number_retries = 100000
max_model_number = 65000
retry_limit = 1000
backup_hold = 3

initial_mass = 5.0
initial_z = 0.02d0

use_Type2_opacities = .true.
Zbase = 0.02d0

am_nu_visc_factor = 0
am_D_mix_factor = 0.0333333333333333d0
D_DSI_factor = 0
D_SH_factor = 1
D_SSI_factor = 1
D_ES_factor = 1
D_GSF_factor = 1
D_ST_factor = 1

varcontrol_target = 1d-3
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delta_lgL_He_limit = 0.01d0

envelope_mass_limit = 1d-2 ! Msun

cool_wind_full_on_T = 9.99d9
hot_wind_full_on_T = 1d10
cool_wind_RGB_scheme = 'Reimers'
cool_wind_AGB_scheme = 'Blocker'
RGB_to_AGB_wind_switch = 1d-4
Reimers_scaling_factor = 0.8d0
Blocker_scaling_factor = 0.7d0 ! 0.8d0

photo_interval = 50
profile_interval = 50
history_interval = 10
terminal_interval = 10
write_header_frequency = 10

!photo_interval = 1
!profile_interval = 1
!terminal_interval = 1
!history_interval = 1

/ ! end of controls namelist
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APPENDIX B
MESA INLIST FOR 5M STAR WITH STELLAR PULSES
! inlist_7M_prems_to_AGB

&star_job

show_log_description_at_start = .false.

load_saved_model = .true.
saved_model_name = 'start.mod'

save_model_when_terminate = .true.
save_model_filename = 'final.mod'
required_termination_code_string = 'log_L_upper_limit'

kappa_file_prefix = 'a09'
kappa_lowT_prefix = 'lowT_fa05_a09p'

set_initial_cumulative_energy_error = .true.
new_cumulative_energy_error = 0d0
pgstar_flag = .false.
/ ! end of star_job namelist

&controls

use_gold_tolerances = .true.
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use_eps_mdot = .true.

use_dedt_form_of_energy_eqn = .true.
min_cell_energy_fraction_for_dedt_form = 0
use_correction_for_KE_plus_PE_with_eps_grav_in_energy_eqn = .true.

num_trace_history_values = 2
trace_history_value_name(1) = 'rel_E_err'
trace_history_value_name(2) = 'log_rel_run_E_err'

! check for retries and backups as part of test_suite
!max_number_backups = 0
!max_number_retries = 20
!max_model_number = 2800

retry_limit = 100

initial_mass = 5.00
initial_z = 0.02

use_Type2_opacities = .true.
Zbase = 0.02d0

mixing_length_alpha = 1.73

!log_L_upper_limit = 4.3
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overshoot_scheme(1) = 'exponential'
overshoot_zone_type(1) = 'any'
overshoot_zone_loc(1) = 'any'
overshoot_bdy_loc(1) = 'any'
overshoot_f(1) = 0.014
overshoot_f0(1) = 0.004

atm_option = 'T_tau'
atm_T_tau_relation = 'Eddington'
atm_T_tau_opacity = 'fixed'

! mass loss
cool_wind_full_on_T = 9.99d9
hot_wind_full_on_T = 1d10
cool_wind_RGB_scheme = 'Reimers'
cool_wind_AGB_scheme = 'Blocker'
RGB_to_AGB_wind_switch = 1d-4
Reimers_scaling_factor = 1.0d0
Blocker_scaling_factor = 0.07d0

photo_interval = 50
profile_interval = 50
history_interval = 10
terminal_interval = 10
write_header_frequency = 10
max_num_profile_models = 100

!photo_interval = 1
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!profile_interval = 1
!history_interval = 1
!terminal_interval = 1

/ ! end of controls namelist
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APPENDIX C
IDL SCRIPT FOR PLOTTING STELLAR ISOCHRONES
;Plots stellar isochrones from MESA history files

PRO mesa_hr_plot_iso_o

file = STRARR(6)
file2 = STRARR(6)
;you can add more string arrays depending on
the number of isochrones you want

file[0]=
file[1]=
file[2]=
file[3]=
file[4]=
file[5]=

file2[0]=
file2[1]=
file2[2]=
file2[3]=
file2[4]=
file2[5]=
;feel free to add as many files as you want
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list1 = []
list2 = []

list3 = []
list4 = []

AGE = 195E6

for i = 0,5 do begin ;loops over files
print, file[i]
hist = read_mesa_hist(file[i])

x = hist.star_age
y1 = hist.log_L
y2 = hist.log_TEFF

;this will remove the stars whose lifetimes end before the chosen age
if AGE GT x[N_ELEMENTS(x)-1] then begin
print, 'skipped: ',AGE, x[N_ELEMENTS(x)-1]
continue
endif

; this is the age at which the isochrone will be plotted
xinterp = AGE

;this interpolates the data
result1 = INTERPOL(y1, x, xinterp)
result2 = INTERPOL(y2, x, xinterp)
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;print, result, result2

list1 = [list1, result1]
list2 = [list2, result2]

endfor

;same again for the second isochrone
for i = 0,5 do begin ;loops over files
print, file2[i]
hist = read_mesa_hist(file2[i])

x = hist.star_age
y1 = hist.log_L
y2 = hist.log_TEFF

if AGE GT x[N_ELEMENTS(x)-1] then begin
print, 'skipped: ',AGE, x[N_ELEMENTS(x)-1]
continue
endif

xinterp = AGE

result3 = INTERPOL(y1, x, xinterp)
result4 = INTERPOL(y2, x, xinterp)

list3 = [list3, result3]
list4 = [list4, result4]
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endfor

RTITLE='Isochrone Plot at' + STRTRIM(AGE) + 'years'

print, list1
print, list2
print, list3
print, list4

p = PLOT(list2, list1, COLOR='red', THICK = 2, FONT_SIZE = 13, NAME='name1', $
TITLE=RTITLE)
q = SCATTERPLOT(list2, list1, SYMBOL='star', XTITLE = 'Log T [K]',
YTITLE = 'Log L/L$_\odot$', XRANGE = [3.8,3.4], YRANGE =
[-1.0,4.0] , /overplot)

p = PLOT(list4, list3, COLOR='blue', THICK = 2, FONT_SIZE = 13,
NAME='name2', /overplot)
q = SCATTERPLOT(list4, list3, SYMBOL='star', XTITLE = 'Log T
[K]', YTITLE = 'Log L/L$_\odot$', XRANGE = [3.8,3.4], YRANGE =
[-1.0,4.0] , /overplot)
r = LEGEND( POSITION = [1, 0.5], /NORMAL)

end
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